Preparing for a video shoot are (l-r) drummer Antonio Sanchez and Hudson Music
co-Presidents Rob Wallis and Paul Siegel.

How Hudson
Harnesses The Web
To Expand The Market

At the dawn of its second decade, the undisputed
leader in instructional videos for drummers is using
technology to blaze new paths for engaging students,
educators, and retailers
o to almost any drum clinic and you’ll hear the featured artist, if he’s under
40, extol the benefits of
instructional videos. And
if he’s over 40 he’ll say how lucky
later-generation drummers are to have
had access to these media. Much of the
instructional drum video medium’s
development can be traced back to the
efforts of two individuals. Rob Wallis
and Paul Siegel began filming artist
clinics in 1982 at their New York City

G

drum school, Drummers Collective.
Over the years they marketed books
and videos under the banners of DCI
Music Video, Manhattan Music, and
most recently, Hudson Music LLC.
Now in its second decade, Hudson
Music has consistently won acclaim
and the cooperation of the drumming
world’s most respected players
through its state-of-the-art production
quality, deep understanding of drummers’ learning needs and preferences,
and unwavering dedication to provid-

ing meaningful educational substance.
Some of Hudson Music’s latest
efforts to advance drumming education focus on integrated media. Its new
eBook DVD format includes, in addition to the instructional video material,
a complete book of transcriptions,
exercises, and supplemental lessons.
This bonus content can be viewed on a
computer or printed out. “A DVD and
book on a disc represents a terrific
value for the consumer,” says Wallis.
New DVDs by Keith Carlock, Aaron
Spears, Benny Greb, and Tommy Igoe
all contain eBooks rich with educational content. Sample eBook pages
with related DVD clips can be viewed
at www.hudsonmusic.com.
“The advent of instructional videos
and DVDs seems to have had a
marked impact on drummers’ skills
and musicianship,” notes Siegel.
“Now, with the development of new
electronic media options and the
promise of the internet as a teaching
tool, we’re on the edge of another
watershed. We feel that the key to
maximizing the impact of these
emerging technologies on music education is in linking them together.”
Another cutting-edge Hudson innovation is showcased on David
Garibaldi’s Code of Funk. This package includes an audio CD with the
drum tracks removed for play-along
plus two DVD-ROM discs enhanced
with Pro Tools and Garageband files.
When played on a computer, the DVD
tracks can be looped and slowed down
without changing the pitch, and the
music can be re-mixed to isolate just
the drums or just the rhythm section
without the drums. “Bringing this kind
of technology to music education not
only makes it fun to learn,” says
Wallis, “it also allows the student to
dig deeper into areas that maybe were
previously uncharted.”
Most people involved with drum
study agree that DVDs play an
increasingly important role in their
students’ musical education. “Print
and DVD materials go hand-in-hand,”
says David Jahnke, vice president of
national sales at Hal Leonard Corp.,
which distributes Hudson products in
the U.S. and Canada. “More and more,
people in general tend to learn visually, and drummers in particular are very
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describes how each can be used to
for teachers!”) and articles on featured
response,” says Wallis. More than 800
effectively enhance music instruction
teachers, the site hosts a forum that
teachers from all over the world have
in both individual and group situations.
encourages member teachers to share
become members since it was
ideas and solutions to common challaunched this past spring, and many of
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the Hudson catalog. Each guide procamera so they can record each lesson
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Panelists including Tommy Igoe, Dom
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Famularo, Donny Greundler, John
aspects of its marketing. “By suppleFavicchia, Joe Bergamini, and Mike
menting its ‘hard goods’ products with
Sorrentino will discuss their use of
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DVD, internet, computers, recording,
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and other modern technologies to
for drummers, a family that shares
David Garibaldi’s Code of Funk exemassist teachers and students in the
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Hudson Music co-Presidents Paul Siegel and Rob Wallis with
doing our part to keep the
“DVDs are the biggest Shadows Fall drummer Jason Bittner.
industry growing.”
little department in my
deliver a high profit margin. Hudson’s
store,” comments Dana Bentley of
(212) 643-1028
commitment to producing the highestBentley’s Drum Shop, a Five-Star
www.hudsonmusic.com
quality educational DVDs is unsurDrum Shop in Fresno, California.
www.halleonard.com
passed. It shows in the product, and
“Hudson DVDs take up little space but
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